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PRESS RELEASE 

* 2000+ donations made to arts, heritage and cultural organisations 

* DONATE adopted by 250+ organisations and growing 

* Average donation rises from £7 to £40 

 

23rd October 2014 – The National Funding Scheme (NFS) is delighted to announce that today a total of 2,000 

donations have been made to arts, heritage and cultural organisations in Scotland, England and Wales through the 

DONATE platform.  Currently 250+ organisations have adopted DONATE, the mobile giving platform, which earlier 

this month was made free to use. 

In February 2014, DONATE moved from a test phase to national roll-out. Since then we have seen the number of 

organisations using DONATE rise from 11 to 272 and the average donation rise from £7 to £40. Donations have gone 

to a range of cultural causes from Caithness Horizons in Thurso to Effervescent in Cornwall. Success stories include 

Sheffield Theatres who put out a call to their audience and had over 600 people donate, the Watts Gallery 

(Guildford) who had over £6,000 donated in less than two weeks and Battersea Arts Centre who raised over £1,000 

in 90 minutes.  

Seamus Keating, Chair of the National Funding Scheme says 

“The National Funding Scheme continues to grow and develop. A key early challenge was getting organisations to 

promote individual giving but we are now seeing a step-change in how our partners are approaching this 

opportunity. Reaching 2,000 individual donations (ranging from £3 to £3,000) shows the scale and potential of 

DONATE and provides the springboard for our next stage of growth” 

 

About the National Funding Scheme 

Operating under the brand name DONATE, the National Funding Scheme provides a national, digital tool for 

individual giving and support to arts, cultural and heritage organisations. DONATE enables people to give to causes 

they find inspiring using their mobile phone at moments of emotional intensity. Our vision is to encourage support of 

our rich cultural heritage and so provide our cultural institutions with not only additional funding but also individuals 

with which to form lifelong relationships. DONATE aims to democratise philanthropy in the UK allowing everyone to 

give to the cultural causes they love, in-situ, by using their mobile phone or tablet. 

www.nationalfundingscheme.org/about 

In October 2014 NFS moved to receiving only a minority share of any eligible Gift Aid. Where no Gift Aid is added a 

charge of just 2.5% is applied to the donation. This fee is used to cover transaction, administration, advertising and 

development costs. There are no set-up or monthly fees. In this way we provide a platform that has no cost to the 

donor and are able to keep to our ‘100% of your donation goes to good causes’ pledge.  
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